LEGACY SOCIETY
RECOGNIZING THOSE WHO HAVE INCLUDED AAT OR ITS ENTITIES IN THEIR ESTATE PLANS
Karl and Christine Anderson
Nancy LeMay
David and Lynda Lowe Madeira
B. Corry and Donna McFarland
Michael J. and Chantelle Phillips
Michael T. and Michelle Phillips
James and Sally Will
William and Gail Weyerhaeuser

Concours Club Director
$500,000 - $999,999
Steve and Michele Boone 14
Nicola and Beatrice Bulgari 6
Bradbury and Carolyn Cheney
Erivan and Helga Haub 14
Nancy Lematta
Paul E. and Gloria Miller 16
Michael J. and Chantelle Phillips 13
Bill Sterud 5

Concours Club
$100,000 - $499,999
Rod and Tammy Alberts 2
Neal and Joyce Arntson 5
Lee and Steve Ater
John and Sally Barline 16
Dale Bloomquist and Heidi Horwitz 4
Ricke Borrelli 3
Joey and Jennifer Borrelli 6
Robert and Diane Burns
William and Sandra Cammarano 11
Richard Cardwell and Suzanne Hight 3
Kurt and Michaela Carlson 5
Scott and Linda Carson
Craig and Lisa Chissus
William and Judy Cofee
Dick Cogswell and Ester Saunoras 6
Corky Coker
Steve and Georgiann Conway
Gerri Craves
Ron and Marjorie Danz 5
Richard and Merlene Davis 7
John and Diane Dimmer 13
John and Marilyn Dimmer 13
Michael and Dawn Fisher 6
Keith Flickinger and Christina Gaeta
Brian and Julie Forth 10
James and Sharon France 8
Kevin Gingrich and Candida Romanelli
Jeff and Kimberly Gordner
Larry and Virginia Gordon 5
Alan and Lisa Grant
Gerald and Keenon Greenfield 15
Richard Griot 11

John Groendyke
Peter Hageman
John and Sophia Hall 7
Eric Hawley and Gwen Lowery
Tom and Anne-Marie Hedges 9
David and Sharon Hewitt
John and Christina Hogan 4
Larry and Ritchie Hood 4
Paul and Dinky Januario
George W Jr. and Christy Ingle 12
Robert and Betsy Jenkins
Buck and Landon Kamphausen
Jerry and Germaine Korum 7
Craig and Cathy Landon 3
Doug LeMay and Mary Shaw 6
Jay and Mavis Leno
David and Lynda Lowe Madeira 15
Keith Martin 12
James Gary and Veronica May 7
Bruce McCaw
Hugh McNeil and
Evelyn Bardahl McNeil
Ed Nichols and Gill Campbell 7
T.G. Mittler 5
Robert and Suzanne Noble 5
Steve and Annie Norman
Michael T. and Michelle Phillips
Stephen and Amy Plaster 5
Cheryl Pope-Eagen
Burt Richmond and Diane Fitzgerald 6
Dean and Allyson Rogers 4
Paul and Rhonda Sabatini 2
Manfred Scharmach 7
Henry Schatz
William Scheef
Eugene Selden
Jon Shirley
Kyle “Skip” Smith and
Gayle Hampton-Smith 7
Shane and Valerie Smith 5
James and Dian Tallman
Graham and Julie Tash
Cameron Truesdell
Joan Watjen

CONCOURS CLUB
LIFETIME RECOGNITION – INDIVIDUALS

Concours Club Chairman
$1,000,000+
Karl and Christine Anderson 19
McKeel and Soon Hagerty 12
Nancy LeMay 15
B. Corry and Donna McFarland 14
James Menneto 6
Cindy and Michael Warn
Jim and Jonathan Warn
William and Gail Weyerhaeuser 15
James and Sally Will 16

THE NUMBER FOLLOWING THE NAMES INDICATES THE YEARS OF CONSECUTIVE GIVING.
Rainer and Linda Willingham

CLUB AUTO FOUNDER
LIFETIME RECOGNITION – INDIVIDUALS
$10,000 - $99,999
Jay and Terry Ackley 2
Ken and Jennifer Alterman
Patrick Autrey 3
Stephen and Susan Babinsky
Cal and Joanne Bamford 4
David and Sally Bany
Christopher and Cynthia Bayley
Verne and Norma Berry
Robert and Judith Bevis
Samuel Blaser
Mark and Patricia Blumenthal

Ralph Borelli
Larry Bowman
Mike and Tish Braizer
Marc and Vicki Brinkmeyer
Doug Burke
William and Pam Burkland
Sandra and Martin Button 2
Roy Cats
John and Leslie Cervenka
Dale Chihuly
Jim and Dee Claypool
Grad and Susan Conn 5
Daniel Cook and
Doreen Smithson Cook 5
Daniel Corrigan
William Cotter
Edward and Susan Cudahy
Richard and Diane Culp
A. Neil and Patricia DeAtley 5
Anthony DeNovellis
Stanley and Valerie Dickison 14
Dominic Dobson 6
Graham and C.J. Dorland 4
Byron Drahold
Richard H. Driehaus
Daniel and Lori Durr 3
Genevieve Eagen
Nathan Eagen and Alana Grawet
Rod Egan and Veronique Hageman
Karl and Carol Ege
Martin and Linda Ellison 3
Tom and Sue Ellison
Paul and Nancy Etsekson
Robert and Susan Faller 11
Kenney and Patricia Fengler 14
Ron Fish
Dorothy Fluke
John and Mary Folsom
Anonymous
Paul B. Fritts
Charlie and Nancy Garthwaite
Teresa Green
Jim and Ansley Hahn
David and Janice Haley 2
Stephen and Judy Hamilton 11
Richard Hannah
Kurt Hansen
Steven Hanson 7
Bill and Ann Hart 3
Daryl Hedman
Rick and Linda Hendrick
Chris and Diana Hernandez
Rodney and Deborah Herr
Todd Hollander and Natalia Bulgari 2
John and Catherine Holmes
PJ Hummel and Paul Nelson
Paul and Maria Jaffe
John and Suzanne James
Timothy and Edie Johnson
Daniel E. Kane and Rondi Stratton
Scot Keller 2
Donald and Anne Kennedy
Anonymous 6
David Kinney
Clara Ladd
Robert and Devree LeCoque 5
Barbara and Thomas LeMay-Quinn
Paul and Mary Lou Lindley
James and Melissa Lopez
Douglas and Donna Lynch
John and Jessica Lyons
Chad Mackay 8
Robert MacMahon and Gayle Harris
Brown and Sara Maloney
Michael and Clare Marohn 6
Patty McBride
Peter McGill 4
John and Nancy McGinnis 5
Michael and Vicki McKinnon
Terry and Barbara McMichael
John McMullen
John and Leslie McQuown
Dale Meyer and Janeanne Upp
Donald and Valerie Meyer
Peter Monson and Rebecca Lloyd
Gary and Michelle Montgomery
Martin and Molly Moore
Art and Jeanette Morrison 4
Colin and Marth Moseley
Glenn and Mary Lynn Mounger
Shirley Murphy 2
Darren Murrey
Robert and Betty Newgard
Bradley Nicholson
Barbara Olson
Mark and Christi Osborne
Charles and Sue Overaa 4
John Parker and Hilary Barr Parker
Jim and Gaye Pigott 2
William and Wendy Rabel 7
Art and Dallas Redford 14
Anthony and Debora Reed
William and Julie Reiersgaard
Mark and Analee Reutlinger 6
Philippe and Francoise Reyns 3
Scott Reynvaan
Fred and Anne Roberson
Richard and Judith Rurak
Gerald Schimke
Raymond Schuler and Dawn Miller
John Scofield
Stan and Joanne Selden 6
Michelle and Dan Simon
Langdon Simons 13
J. David Snow and Barbara McLain
Lynn and Kathy Sommers 6
Joseph Henke and Julie Speidel
Todd Sprague
Peter and Janet Stanley 7
L. Keith Stone
Roger and Virginia Susick 7
Mark Swanson
Ray and Marilyn Tennison
Mike and Nannette Thoe 12
Walt Tomasic and Denise Sullivan 3
Steven Travis
Ellen Vener
Oriol Vilanova
John and Dorothy Vipond
Claus Wagner
Todd and Amy Wells 4
Neil Wiener
Bob Wilner
Edward and Adrien Winger
Lee and Marlene Zuker 7
William and Carole Zuppe

CONCOURS CLUB
LIFETIME RECOGNITION – ORGANIZATIONS

Concours Club Chairman
$1,000,000+
AAA Washington 12
City of Tacoma
Hagerty 12
Hemmings Motor News 6

Puyallup Tribe of Indians Charitable Trust 5
Quicken Loans
Seattle International Auto Show
Titus-Will Families Foundation
US Bank 6
Washington State Auto Dealers Association 7

Concours Club
$100,000 - $499,999
Altadis U.S.A. 4
Arscendia, Inc. 6
Bardahl Manufacturing Corp 4
BMW Northwest, Inc./Northwest MINI 7
Broken Point Foundation
Coca-Cola Refreshments 6
Coker Tire Co.
Columbia Bank 9
Columbia Helicopters
Concrete Technology Corporation 3
Craves Family Foundation
Dimmer Family Foundation 13
Flex-a-lite Consolidated
Getty Images 7
Griot's Garage, Inc. 11
Hedges Family Estate 9
Hotel Murano 7
JTM Construction
Korum For Kids Foundation 7
Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca 7
Michael Craft Photography 7
Mittler Family Foundation, Inc. 5
Moss Adams, LLP 2
Olympic Eagle Distributing 5
Pacific Communications Group 3
Passport Transport 5
Paul E. Andrews Jr. Foundation
Propel Insurance 5
Russell Investments
Same Day USA Scratch and Dent Repair 4
Shell Oil Company 2
SiteCrafting, Inc. 10
Sports Car Market Magazine 12
Standard Parts 6
The Boeing Company
The Fitzgerald Group
The News Tribune
Titus-Will Chevrolet/Cadillac/Hyundai 7
Titus-Will Ford/Toyota/Scion
TriArc Electric Supply, LTD 3
University of Michigan
VEEDIMS
Washington Liftruck, Inc. 7
Washington State Independent Auto Dealers Association

LeMay Family Collection 15
Sequoia Foundation 8
State Farm Mutual Insurance Company 11
State of Washington - Department of Commerce
The Gary E. Milgard Family Foundation

Concours Club Director
$500,000 - $999,999
Ascent Private Capital Management 6
AWBS1, LLC
Ben B. Cheney Foundation
Detroit Auto Dealers Association 2
Edward P. and Juanita J. Miller Fund 14
Forest Foundation
Google Inc 4
M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust
Microsoft Corporation
NAPA Auto Parts 6
New York International Auto Show
North American International Auto Show 2

BNY Mellon Wealth Management
Buffalo Ships
Business Interiors Northwest
Car Property Group
Car Toys, Inc
Chevrolet Motor Division
Chihuly Workshop
Classic Car Club of America - Pacific Northwest Region
Club Auto Sport
Collectors Foundation
Columbia Sportswear Company
Comcast Cable
CORT Party Rental 4
Cosmopolitan Motors, LLC.
Creative Discovery Museum
CXC Simulations
D.V. and Ida McCaughan Charitable Trust
David and Bonnie Murrey Estate
DCG ONE
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Dobson Motorsport
Dreamtime Visual Communications
El Gaucho 8
Ellison Foundation
Experience Marketing
Flight Options LLC
Ford Motor Company
Fresh Northwest Design 4
Gallopin Gerties Model A Club 15
GaragePlus
General Cigar Co.
GentlemenDrive Magazine 6
Gordon Truck Centers, Inc. 3
Great Western Sports
Greater Tacoma Community Foundation
Harold LeMay Enterprises, Inc.
Harold Mather Inc. Auctioneers
Heritage Bank
Inde Motorsports Ranch
Inland Northwest Community Foundation
Installers Northwest
International Speedway Corporation
J & L Fabricating
Jefferson Motorsports
KeyBank
McGladrey LLC
Microsoft Matching Gift Program
Moccasin Lake Foundation
Motor Sports Media Group, Inc.
Motor Trend International Auto Show at Las Vegas
Motorcycle Classics Magazine
Museum of Glass

National Association of Automobile Clubs of Canada Corp.
NW Chevy Dealers
NW Ford Dealers
Ogden Publications
Pacific Portfolio Consulting LLC
Pacific Raceways
Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance
Pierce County
PJ Hummel & Company, Inc.
Plycar
Polaris Industries Inc
Porsche Bellevue
Porsche Club of America, Pacific Northwest Region
Port of Tacoma
PPG Industries Foundation
Prairie Foundation
Precision Motor Cars, Inc.
Puget Sound BMW Dealers
R&D Enterprises

RM Auctions
Rodda Paint Company
Selden’s Home Furnishings
Simpson Investment Company
Slot Mods USA
Talladega Superspeedway, LLC
The Arizona 500
The Emily Hall Tremaine Foundation, Inc.
The Gottfried and Mary Fuchs Foundation
The Motor Sport Country Club
The Norcliffe Foundation
The Richard H. Driehaus Charitable Lead Trust
The Russell Family Foundation
The Seattle Foundation
The Sound Factory
The True Collection, LLC
The Upper Crust
The Worldwide Group
Titus-Will Automotive, Inc.
Tomsic Sullivan Design
Toyota Motor Sales USA, Inc.
TubeArt Signs and Sports
Twenty-Seven Foundation
Uptown Gig Harbor
Valet Parking Systems
Weyerhaeuser Company
Worldwide Auctioneers

Mr. and Mrs. James Farley, Jr.
Drew and Cindy Ferraro
Karen Gielen
Scott and Mariah Gordon
Steve and Melisa Gordon
Fred Granados
Landon Hall
Eric Jensen
Gabrielle Keller
Terry Kellogg
Ike Kielgass
Betty Knoebel
Jason Kors
Pete and Jifffy Lemcke
Dennis LeMieux
Matthew and Barbara LePage
Jack Lewis
Melvin Martin
H. Daniel McCollister
Alan and Sandrin McEwan
Greg and Melanie McFarland
Mark McKee
Brian and Jennifer Morrison
Charles Ockels
Randy Olson
Matt Razore
Randy and Mandy Rietman
Dennis and Nancy Rood
John Saccameno
Clement and Sue Salvadori
Kjell and Keely Schei
Steve Schmidt
David Searle
Steve Seher
John and Zeta Smith
Robert Smith
Dr. Lawrence Stern and Mrs. Barbara Stern
Judy Stowe
Mike Stowe
Dean and Audrey Stupke
Stephen and Margaret Taylor
Scott and Jill Walker
Bruce and Peggy Wanta
Dave Wedlake
Jason Wenig
Clifford and Karen West
John Wiess
Robert and Carolyne Wolfe
Gay Wray
Vicky and David Wyatt
John and Holly Xitco
Mark and Janet Zenor
FIVE

CLUB AUTO
ANNUAL GIVING – ORGANIZATIONS
$1,200 - $9,999
Ace Cafe NA
Alvin Goldfarb Jewelers
Art Morrison Enterprises 2
Athletic Awards Company, Inc.
Audi of America, Inc.
Autobahn Indoor Speedway
Bob’s Toys 3
Butler Valet
carmel Ranch Revocable Trust SP
Chateau Ste. Michelle
Chicago Automobile Trade Association
Collectors’ Car Garage
Concorso Italiano
Custom Clear Bra Inc.

Pacific Grill
Rennwagen Motor Company, LLC
South Sound BMW Motorcycles
SportsCar Vintage Racing Association
Texas Vehicle Club Council
The Florence B. Kilworth Foundation
The Intrigue Collection, LLC 3
The NB Center for American Automotive Heritage
William Ewing Foundation 2
Woodward Canyon Winery
Woodworth Family Foundation 2

KEY LEVEL DONORS
ANNUAL GIVING - INDIVIDUALS
Gold Key Driver
$600 - $1,200
Fabio and Cindy Almeida
Louis and Benita Berkquist 8
Thomas and Patricia Bryant
Capital Region Jaguar Club of NY 2
Bill and Julie Carper
Gary Coy 15
Bruce Dees 4
John and Diane DeYoung 10
Dennis and Bernadene Dochnahl 8
Randy Eaton 9
Patricia and Bill Engstrom
Eric Falk
Eric and Jen Foley
Robert and Kathy Franklin 4
Joseph Golichnik
Janet Gundlach 13
Emma Gwyther
Dennis and Norma Jean Hanson
Matthew and Anne Ivanhoe
Terry and Cherry Jarvis 2
Jim and Cathy Kukuska 2
Christopher and Vicki Kimball 2
Daniel Laumann
Ken and Jeie Leonard
Siegfried and Darlene Linke 3
Warren and Allie Lubow 6
Chuck and Pam Lyford 2
James Machinist
Tom and Joni Masterson
June and John Mercer 2
Leroy and Glorrian Nau
Valerie O’Shea 8
Michael and Rose Peck 2
Kim and Norma Pierce 4
James Schmidt 2
Clint and Lorna Sly 4
John and Pam Spesak 3

Vernon and Steven Sullivan 3
Richard and Lenda Sundene 2
David Swallow 3
Richard Valentine
Thomas and Claudia Vedvik 6
Fred Wagner
Robert and Shann Wheaton
Aaron and Bianca Wilson
Michael and Cheryl Wilson
Deanna and Mark Woodruff

Silver Key Driver
$300 - $599
Annette Adler
David and Liz Alexander 5
Mike Anderson
Minor Anderson
Thomas and Susan Armstrong 6
Ken Austin 2
Rob and Amber Axtman
William and Carol Baarsma 5
Gary and Dixie Baker 5
Arnold and Carol Barer 6
Derek Barnett
John Bastian
Rex Bates
Michael and Laurie Beck 2
Teresa and Kimberly Bell
Ron Berg
Alex and Jamie Bernasconi
Jim Blair
Herbert Bone 3
Jean and Paul Borth 4
Mike and Meg Borth
Michael and Marcia Boyd 9
Donald and Yvonne Brink 6
Kevin Brooks 4
Walt Brown
Kim Brynn 9
Sharon Burnett
Michael Cassimore
Charles Christensen 6
Jim and Susan Chun
Pierson and Sara Clair 2
Marnie Clark
John and Deborah Cloud
Justin Cloutier and Michelle Miller 4
Louis and Laura Cohn
Shaun Coleman
James Colwell 5
Don and Sallie Comstock
David Dapper
Dana and Stanley Day 2
Allen and Shannon Dean
William and Karel Deibel 8
Ray Delger 5
Jad and Jan Dennis
Fiel and Nina Dinn
Joe DiCarlo
Don Divers

Dan and Pat Nelson Family Foundation
Daniels Family Foundation
Enterprise Rent-A-Car 2
Fender
Ferrari & Maserati of Seattle
Fuller Family Foundation 2
Gateway Capital, LLC
George and Jo Marie Pessemier Family Fund 3
Gibson Entertainment Relations
Hageman Motorcars LLC
Hendrick Motorsports
Heritage Distilling Company Inc 3
Honest Engine LLC
Hyman Ltd. Classic Cars
Indianapolis Motor Speedway Museum K & H Printing
Lambert Edwards and Associates
Leonetti Cellar
Lincoln of Troy
MFD Classic Motors
Neil Walter Company
Jerry Ford 5
Gene and Toni Foster 5
Ronnie and Shirley Gabbard 15
James Gamble 2
Greg Garner
Tim and Jill Geringer
Peter and Jennifer Gleeson 2
Gerald Graham 7
John and Carol Graham 5
Denise Green 2
Phil Gumpert
Tabetha Hammer 3
Richard and Joy Hanson 10
John and Kathleen Harbrecht 2
Steve and Maria Harlow
John Hauf 2
David Hawthorne 2
Larry and Dorothy Hayden 13
Jeff Hayford 2
Douglas Heath 10
Bryan and Yoko Himbecker
Marsha Hemstock 5
Tom Hemquist
Tom and Marilyn Higgins 4
Thomas Hines 4
Kathryn Hobbs and David Peoples
Aaron Hodgeson
Alan and Sarah Holland
James and Barbara Holzmark 2
E. Howard and Bettye Church 13
Jack and Alayne Hudsprath 8
David and Erika Hurd 2
Eric and Martina Jensen
Duncan Johnson and
Deanna Dahlin 8
John and Maria Johnson 2
Charles Kellogg, Jr
Alan Kieser
Tom and Jihi Kinsman
Edward Klopping 2
Wes and Linda Konsmo
Gary and Arlene Krings 2
Stanley Krohn 5
Mike and Susan Kropp
Harvey Lazzelle
Robert Leitzinger
Tim Lingerfelt
Dennis and Gayle Lipke 2
Bart Lovely 5
Michael and Louise Luberts
Stephen Mackie
Ian and Laura MacNeil
John Maloney
Jon Mannila
John Cephas Martin 2
Tom Masse and Barbara Amsden 5
Peter and Janice Mathisens 5
Archie Matthew 4
Jonathan and Sarah McCoy
Greg and LeeAnn McKenna
Craig and Dannie McLaughlin
Robert and Christy McLaughlin 7
Robert McLeese
Barry Meguiar
Dennis Merwood
Devon and Jacqueline Meucci
John Milner
Phil Mitchell
Jeff and Cindy Morris
William Morris and Mary Young
Annclaire and Craig Morrison 2
Bill Mortimer 15
Hap and Anne Newsom 4
John and Marilyn Nozinger
Francis Olson
David and Patrice Omorchoe 2
Matt Orban
Nancy and Ted Papineau
George and Jo Marie Pessemier 4
Michael Petramalo
Don and Yvonne Preiser 8
Greg and Sarah Prince
Richard and Erin Ranch
Michael Rapkin
Rebecca and Barry Ray 4
James and Joan Reese 10
Byron and Diane Richards
Steven and Leslie Robinson 8
Timothy and Margaret Robinson 3
Brian and Lisa Rohrbach 8
Ronald Rubatino 4
Ken Rudisill
Ron and Cheryl Rumboz
Jason Rushforth
Ken Ryan
Wally Santalla
H.J. and Patricia Schafer 13
James and Laura Scharf
John and Rose Scheidt 15
William Scherer
Scott Serven
Merrill and Carol Severson 5
Murray Shelton
James Shepherd 7
Betty Siemons 3
Gary Simmons
Herb and Paula Simon 6
C. and Patricia Sinnott 9
Douglas and Elsie Smith
Larry and Phyllis Smith 2
Ken and Amy Sommers
Darko and Jennifer Spoljaric
Denny and Judy Stageberg
Jordan Stair
Judith and Troy Stortjell 2
Clifford and Julie Stranberg
Kerry and Janice Thurman 5
Leon and Marcianne Titus
Donald and Barbara Tornberg 7
Larry and Jane Trelane 4
Douglas and Susan Trimble
Reid and Sue Trumbl
Rich and Linda Turner
Arvin and Karen Vander Veen
Richard and Catherine Wakefield 9
Alan and Sandra Warberg
Jeffrey and Linda Watts 5
Carol and Rob Westcott
Brian White 5
Antonio Williams
Doug and Victoria Wolford 9
David and Barbara Young
Jack and Jennifer Zaccardo 2
Frank and Kim Zangar 10

Bronze Key Driver
$120 - $299
James and Kathleen Abercrumbe 5
Mark and Dianne Adams
Jennifer Adams-Nagy
Robert and Betty Adler 3
Alexis and Andy Agee Cooper
Fernando and Americo Aguilar
Steve and Darcy Alderman
Fernando and Catherine Algarra 5
Al and Mickey Allen
Greg and Shantel Allen
Robert and LuzMaria Allen
Paul and Janet Allison
John and Peg Altman
Bryan and Dara Anderson
Curtis and Loraine Anderson 2
Cynthia Anderson
David Anderson
Graham Anderson
Joe and Rosemarie Anderson 15
Joel and Julie Anderson
John and Nancieann Anderson
Carl and Sandra Anderson 10
Ken Anderson 6
Ronald Anderson 4
Stephen and Rita Anderson 5
Victor and Janice Anderson
Doug and Tracy Andreassen
Gregory Andrews 13
Eric and Allison Apple
Richard Ash 5
Charles and JoAnne Ashcraft
Stephen and Sharon Ashurst
Patrick and Denise Atchison
Jason and Chandra Atkins
Bennett and Bree Austin
Karen Austin 2
Ray Austin
Scott and Barbara Azinger
Maher and Wassim Azam
Anita and Donald Bader 10
Peggy and Roger Bahr 4
Bill and Betty Bailey 10
John Bailey
Marilyn and William Bailey 5
Philip and Tanya Bailey
Scott and Julie Bailey
Bob and Currie Baker
John and Marcia Baker 15
Lyle and Julie Baker 5
Bobby Baldwin 5
Ronald and Tammy Baldwin
Drew Bamford 3
David and Rachel Barach
Ulus and Jo Barfuse
John and Bickley Barich
Mitch Barker 2
Patrick Barnes and Danae Patella 15
Douglas Barrancotto
James and Lucille Barrett 2
Christina Barron
Michael Bartholet
Clifford and Peggy Bartholomew 15
Marion and
Mary Ann Bartholomew 16
Robin and Roy Bartlett 5
Whil and Pamela Basea
Ryan Basile
Lance and Thao Bass
Dave and Dawn Baughman
George and Celicia Baumann 5
David and Heather Beach
Beckendorf Household 5
William Becker 15
James and Isabelle Beckett
Don Bediker 2
Clifton and Sylvia Beer 2
Tony and Kevin Mooney-Himmelstein
Jay and Christina Moore 7
Lynette Moore 2
Reed and Cara Moore 3
Dudley and Deborah Lynn Moorhead
James and Joyce Morehouse
Charles Morton
Michael and Andrea Morton
Gary and Robin Mueller
Julie Mueller 2
Christine and Nick Mulliken
Doug and Jean Munday
David Munger 4
Buck Murphy
Dirk Murphy 2
Lyle Murphy
Rusty Murphy
Warren and Cassie Murphy
William and Connie Murphy
Mike and Cindy Murray
Micah Musick
Miles and Deborah Musick
Joel Naishut
Andrew and Marie Neiditz 4
Rex Nelick
Amber and Robert Nelson
Bob Nelson 4
Chuck Nelson
Dean and Suzanne Nelson
Jan and Connie Nelson
Michael and Esther Nelson
Michael and Karen Nelson 3
Scott and Wendy Nelson
Stephen Newcom 15
David Nichols
Scott and Jill Nicholson 2
Terry and Frances Nicholson
Gale and Mary Nickel
Sterling Nickerson 2
Bob Nickinovich
Don Niklason and Seani Fitzpatrick
Steven and Joyce Niven 2
John Noble
John and Crystal Nolan 3
Susan and John Nygard
Dennis Nyland 4
Gerrit Nyland 2
Gary Nylund
Brad and Kathy Nysether 4
Chris O'Brien
Edward Ocallaghan and Terry Heaney
Kevin and Donna O'Connor
Mary Frances O'Connor
Daniel and Shannon O'Donnell
Rick and Aden Ogden
Larry and Frieda O’Hara 4
Sharon O'Hara
Roger Oksens 3
Jason and Justine Olawsky 2
Ole and Crispin Olsen
Paul and Lori Olsen
Dave O’Neal 2
Patrick O’Neill
Donald and Annie Oord
Gord Ockin
James and Barbara Orcutt 5
Ron and Laura Orr
Katrina and David Orriss
Andy Osborn 6
Jason Osness 3
Thomas and Cynthia Ostermann
Paul Ouelllette 4
Kurt and Mona Owen
Sheri Page
Daryl and Dorothy Palmer 9
Ronald and Dorothy Palmer
Richard and Janice Pankratz
Gus Pappas 5
Lisa and Neil Pasquin 5
James and Bonnie Parker
Tim and Karen Parsons 5
Michael and Ted Passic 2
Martin and Cindy Patricelli
Shavon and Michelle Patrick
Sean Patton
Russell and Michelle Paxson
Stephen and Brianna Payne
Henry and Beth Pedersen 2
Joe and Gaylene Peluso 5
Daniel and David Pereira
Shana and Robert Peschel
Doug and Carol Peters
Nate and Rebecca Peters 2
Eric and Turie Peterson
Michael and Jacqueline Peterson
Todd and Jennifer Peterson
James and Melissa Pettibone
Richard and JoAnn Phelps
Christopher and Rhonda Phillips
Tom Phillips
Mark Pickard 4
Charles Piero 4
Jerald and Karen Pischel 12
Stuart and Shannon Pitts
Scott and Bess Poehlmann
Brian and Bernadine Porter 2
Aaron and Liana Potts 4
Gary Powers 5
Harry and Susan Pratt 7
Larry Pratt and Rosalie Romano 3
Charles and Rebecca Price
Jim Price
Kelley Price and Jenny Scott 2
Richard Price 5
Harry and Liz Pritchard
William and Sandra Privett 15
Melvin and Susan Proctor 8
Ray and Sheri Prokorym
Richard Proudfoot
Robert and Laura Prudon
Matt and Ced Pruit
William and Karla Puck
Jordyn Pugh
Bruce and Judith Pusley
Christian Rabel
Greg Rainbow 3
Joseph Rainier 4
Kempthorpe
Matt and Lisa Raitson
John Randall and Teresa Montoya
Eileen and Tom Rasmussen
Daniel Rayburn and Pamela Mathison 2
Susan and James Raymond
Fred and Charlotte Reader
Scott and Kathleen Reader
Greg and Sharon Redmond 2
Jim and Sandi Reed
Richard and Denise Reed
Dewayne and Jeanne Reichert 4
Lyle Renz 10
Holly and Andres Resendiz
Larry and Gail Reynolds
Brett and Tami Reynolds
Robert and Betsy Rezba
William and Anne Riley 2
Don and Susan Rinker 5
Bill and Carol Robbins
Dorothy Robbins and Patricia McGill
Joseph and Toni Roberge 4
Mary and Michael Roberts
Samuel Roberts
Dennis and Diana Robinson
Scott and Mikelamm Robinson 4
Jesus and Yamrya Robles
David and Jennifer Robson 3
Jack Rodman
Cal and Karen Roedell
Michael Rogers
Jeff and Bridget Rogler
Roderick and Susan Rombauer
Ken Roosa
Barbara and Tony Roper
David and Lenna Rose 10
James and Melissa Rose 10
Thomas Rose 2
Connie and Ron Ross 6
Rob Ross
Antonio and Constance Rossi 2
Robert Roth 8
Ken and Kathleen Rothaus 14
Gary Rothwell and Sandra Kalla
Owen Rottschaffer 3
William and Wendy Roush
Carl and Mary Roy 2
Robert and Peggy Roy
Margaret and Kevin Royce
Jon Ruckel 5
Michael and Zack Rudder
Jan and Steve Ruff
Reginald Rumwell 2
Jonathan Runtle
Al Ruzzi
Greg and Dion Runk
Randy and Karen Rushforth
Ginny Russell
Chris Russell 2
Donald and Elaine Ruth
Heather and Avery Ryan
Mark Ryan 5
Robert and Lisa Sabado
Stephen and Tracy Sadifter
Paul Salzman
Michael Samak
Alejandro and Laura Sanchez
John and Michael Sanders
Zachary Sanders 2
Gino and Rose Sanfilippo
Doug Sankovich and Cheryl Tomblinson
Olive and Joshua Sauer
Gregory Sauer and Kathy Ingram 12
Jon and Joanne Scaife
James and Joy Scarr
Kenneth and Kim Schievetz 2
Cary and Malena Schiff
Barbara Schiffman 3
Keith and Rebecca Schlosstein
We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of Milestones. However, if our records do not match yours, please contact us.